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About This Game

It be the golden age of pirates! Dogs of the sea! Quite literally.
Our swashbuckling sausage-dog star is Gaius James Rover, son of the famous clown Jolly Rover, who died from a blow to the

groin from an improperly loaded joke cannon.
Following the tragically comedic death of his father, young Gaius, who insists on using his middle name James, goes to live with

his uncle, a wealthy plantation owner on a small Caribbean island. While practising a particularly tricky juggling move, he
accidentally taints a barrel of rum with tobacco, creating a potent and addictive brew which he coins ‘Jolly Rover’, one of the

most prized substances in the Caribbean.
Alas, the wealth of Jolly Rover sales only manages to fill the pockets of his uncle, and Gaius longs for action and adventure and,

more importantly, the opportunity to start his own circus and follow in the footsteps of his father.
It is not long before the fumbled juggling ball of opportunity raps Gaius smartly on the head yet again. While his uncle is away,

a large contract for Jolly Rover arrives from Guy DeSilver, Governor of the notorious Groggy Island, with payment upfront!
In a blinding flurry of optimism, Gaius pools his meagre savings with this advance and charters a ship and crew to take him to

Groggy Island. Along the way he meets a colourful band of seafaring cutthroats, scallywags and rogues otherwise known as
pirates.

It is here we begin to follow the short and stubby tail of Gaius across three wild and untamed tropical islands, as he attempts to
fulfil his dream of starting a circus, hampered only by pirates, villains, voodoo, love and considerable lack of loot.

Jolly Rover is a traditional 2D point and click adventure, including casual elements, such as an integrated hint system, and task
bar. Bonus elements include unlockable Captain Bio's, music, concept art and developer commentary!

Key features:
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Over 60 beautifully rendered scenes to explore

25 colourful, fully animated and voiced characters

Traditional point and click adventure with simple one-click interface

Organic and fully integrated hint and task tracking system

Unlockable extras include Captain Bio's, concept art, music tracks and directors commentary
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No sound Mane =(. It is a well written story with interesting political intrigues. Unfortunately the choice system is a turn down
for me, with 3 options that align to a type of resources that gradually improve either type of resource with consistency. I tried to
be consistent but I fail most of the time then forced to go with option I am not comfortable with. It is ruining my overall
gameplay experience. Maybe it is just me, others might feel differently. I also felt that the plot went all over the place, seems it
had too many things going on.

4\/10 Nameless shapeshifting android secret agent is a positive. Other than that, my brain is very foggy.. They'll tell you bardock
is a simple and easy to use character, but really you have to think a lot
For example, will you lariat at round start? If they block, what assist will you use to cover your lariat? See he's actually a really
complex character and-. So this game terrifies me and I love it. What I DONT love is every 10 seconds I get absolutely
slaughtered and it frustrates me because I actually want to be terrified but instead im throwing stuffed animals at my wall and
having to cut out most of my "gameplay" recordings because they are definatly not PG when I get killed 30 times in a row. I
refuse to use a guide. Fight me. Its a good game tho.. Ping Pong - If you think this is fun, go buy Eleven immediately. Eleven is
like this game...but cranked to 11

Tennis - I like tennis...real life tennis. This is like that, but dialed down to like a 2

The locamotion is tough because it doesn't move you until the ball is already on it's way back over the net, so when it does
teleport you, it's right before the ball needs to be hit

Three suggestions- Listed in order of ease to incorporate...by someone who has no idea how games are made

1 - Add an option on tennis for a ball machine practice. Lots of room for variation of shot patterns to mix things up and the
person can sit in the same place for a few shots and have time after teleporting to re-adjust when moved

2 - Option to make the ball bigger

11 - Crank tennis up to 11

3 - Make a racquetball mode. Doesn't cover as big of a distance. Might even be able to squeeze it into roomscale with no need
for teleportation. I'd buy that in a heartbeat. Think it eliminates a lot of the obstacles that tennis has in making it more like really
real tennis. A friend of mine at the time this was released was playing the game and gave me the idea to try it out, and I was
highly, highly skeptical of it at first. I deferred to his taste and judgement in games however and decided to buy it from
Walmart. The first thing I noticed was that it was based on the Unreal 2 engine. This lead to some of the similar graphical
capabilities. I was amazed with the complexity of this game at first not understanding how to play it. I thought it would be a
simple terrorist shooting affair, which didn't appeal to me very much. The surprising aim-mechanics (reticle snapping) were also
one of the first things I noticed about this game. You get control of an entire squad, which you'll want to bring back intact.

But when the goal isn't to rack up kills but is to finish a mission objective, and you inherit some sense of self-worth from how
well you achieve that objective, it changes everything. Soon you are meticulously approaching every door ready to use all of
squadmates and weapons in your arsenal (and you feel guilty for the stupid sob's whose lives are about to end).

You drop in, kill everything that guards, get your hosties, and get out, and it's much better than the Counter-Strike approach ever
was, because whereas Counter-Strike inherits from the Half-Life engine and the Quake engine, this actually inherits from the
Unreal engine.

And if you think back to all the things Unreal engine did that Quake never did, you'll start to realize this engine has some
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intersting capabilities. Unreal had vehicles implemented during this engine cycle, large maps, and high-res textures. Quake
never implemented vehicles, and it still doesn't do that well (they're usually just static objects.)

This game doesn't have vehicles, but its scripted in tactical mechanics show the extensibility of the Unreal (vs Quake)
framework. Unreal engine now forms the basis for a bunch of other games including some VR titles.

But this also deserves a look. It's really cool, I'm glad this friend recommended it to me, and I extend the reccomendation to you
folk.

It's an old title, but it checks out. You won't be disappointed by the strengths of the single-player oriented campaign here. It will
challenge you to be aware of stealth and precision, and the gameplay rewards patient planning.. Ah ... and the month pass by

This one is one of the best i played so far and the story is one can say incredible

try get through the prologue (PS : lengthy one) and you can go in to the story just fine. I have done a video for those who don't
know how to activate the dlc

CHECK IT OUT: http:\/\/youtu.be\/K9-hWkt0Zs4. \u0420\u044b\u0431\u043a\u0430!!!. This is pretty cool to play
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This game is incredible with entertaining story and has a great classic dungeon fighting experience. i would certainly recomment
this others. however on the otherhand the DLC has not worked for me yet, and im unsure if im doing something wrong but that
seems a bit unfortunate.
. You Slav You Lose. supper nice game. All windowed resolutions are the same - whether I choose 640x480 or 1920x1080, it
takes half my screen. I'll go back to my non-official version of HoMM3 since it's better than the one the publishers have put on
Steam. Such a shame for this licence to be drowning in a puddle of sh!t.. Graphics- 3.5/5
Storyline- 4/5
Horror- 5/5
---------------
As a very explorational horror game similar to Residant Evil 7, Infliction is essentially a puzzle game once you look past the
horror. You can get stuck at times, but usually spam clicking everything around you or just simply taking a picture will get you
through the problem.

If you're looking for a super scary game to play with your friends with the lights out. Get the game, its a no brainer for me. I
could see myself playing it again.
----------------
Overall Score: 4/5. Why am I putting bats and umbrellas into my purse?. I played 16 minutes exactly, just to realize that it's not
worth it. This game should be in early access for a while before going on sale in these poor conditions... Refund is coming.
Great little game for the price. Very nice and refreshing setting (no zombies!). I hope the devs are successful and we get to see
more games in the biblical setting, because the possibilities for games there are endless.
Gameplay- well, the game certainly does not re-invent the wheel. Very straight forward gladiatorial arena combat. I feel the
combat is satisfying and the sound effects are good, although the smacking and bone crushing sounds of the mace take the cake
in realism. I have not really figured out the different class system yet. As far as I understand, the beginning classes seem to be
purely cosmetic (different colours) and you can train up your hero to fight with any weapon later on. Using different weapons
gives you different special abilities.
The game even encourages you to try out different weapons and styles which I think is needed to keep the gamplay fresh and
interesting (because you will be fighting in the same arenas again and again).
Loot is collected at the end of each arena round and has so far been interesting.
So far, in general, I found the game entertaining and addictive enough that I did not feel bored.

At the time of writing this, some minor bugs still exist with achievements and screen resolutions, but the devs are onto it and are
putting out patches.

If there is one big downside, it is the enemy variety. Yes, they repeat. A lot. Not as bad as I thought it would be, but still.

So these are my thoughts.
In general, a very entertaining little game for short gameplay sessions.
Great to see some singleplayer gladiator combat, that is not very common at all. And it has no zombies. Always a bonus. I
assume zombies are not really biblical, except.... can you call Lazarus a zombie? Maybe not.
. it realeses updates very fast and it has some lags if you're playing on a weak computer but if you like a creative or sandbox
games you should try this game. If you really want crappy German simulator games, just go to Walmart and buy a simulator
bundle. I bought one for $20 that included this game and 12 others. Don't buy this alone, or at all if you want high-quality
content.
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